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Abstract 

 
This report details a project funded by the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund that enabled two 

students from the University of Warwick to travel to Japan to document the rock climbing 

there.  The project aimed to allow Ben and Jack to not only push themselves to climb 

harder, but also give back to the climbing community by being the first western climbers to 

document climbing in Japan.  

The project involved Ben and Jack training in the UK, Spain, and France before the trip and 

travelling over 1,500km around Japan from the highly technical granite spires of 

Ogawayama, to steep and powerful world class sport climbing at Horai, to the awe-inspiring 

tufas of Futagoyama, home to Japans hardest route, then to the volcanic coast of Jogasaki 

and finally the water worn boulders of Mitake, Tokyos favourite bouldering destination.    
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Glossary of terms 

Lead Climbing (Leading) To climb the route first placing protection as 

you ascend. Considered the style in which you 

must climb a route to “claim” an ascent. 

Climbing Second (Seconding) To climb the route second with the rope above 

you, limiting any fall potential. Used to remove 

the protection placed by the leader. 

Traditional (Trad) Climbing A route using only “natural” protection by 

placing metal wedges into cracks to clip to the 

rope to protect yourself in the event of a fall.  

Sport Climbing A route in which pre-placed bolts have been 

drilled into the rock to protect the climber. 

Associated with climbs in which it is impossible 

to climb safety in the traditional style.  

Bouldering Climbing only short distances on very hard 

moves above crash mats.  

Onsight To climb a route first time with no prior 

information. 

Flash To climb a route first time with prior 

knowledge.  

Redpoint     To climb a route after any amount of practise.  
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Introduction 

History and Background  
Rock climbing has a long history in the UK, initially serving as a way to practise for mountaineering 

objectives in the Alps and later the Himalaya, after the conclusion of World War II climbing shorter 

more technical rock faces became an end in itself. In the 1980s climbing came to be viewed as a 

sport and with an emphasis placed on training and fitness standards exploded with the top climbing 

grade in the world advancing from approximately 7a in 1980 to 9a in 1991 (see appendix one for 

grade table). With this increase in standards came climbing competitions and later a world series. In 

1998, the Japanese climber Yuji Hirayama won the Lead world cup, a feat he would repeat in 2000, 

before becoming the first climber to onsight the grade of 8c in 2004. Since then Japanese climbers 

have consistently maintained a presence in the world climbing scene with many impressive climbers 

such as Dai Koyamada, one of the best boulders in the world with first ascents up to V16, and Akiyo 

Noguchi who won 1st place in the 2014 bouldering world cup series. Despite this, and the increasing 

popularity of Asian climbing destinations such as Thailand, Vietnam, and China, very little is known 

about climbing in Japan, with limited information scattered on websites and forums about the 

Internet.  

Aims  
Our aims for this expedition were to improve our skills as climbers and attempt to climb our own 

personal hardest projects. On top of this we wanted the chance to explore fantastic new locations 

that very few westerners may have been to, as well as to immerse ourselves in a totally different 

culture. We hoped that this would allow us to promote climbing in Japan and provide some 

inspiration to others planning an expedition. 

Objectives 
● To gain personal climbing experience on new rock-types and styles of climbing 

● To climb our own personal hardest routes 

● To promote climbing in Japan through our blog, this report and a presentation at the 

University of Warwick 

● To improve accessibility to Japanese climbing 

● To discover Japanese culture 
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Conception and planning 
In 2010 two Japanese students, Hiro and Yuji, came to the University of Warwick to study for a year. 

They joined Warwick University Climbing Club (WUCC) where Ben and Jack taught them to climb and 

spoke to them about the climbing in Japan while on a trip together to Costa Blanca. Then in 2014 

Ben watched a short film starring Yuji Hirayama climbing in Japan. Trying to investigate the climbing 

in Japan Ben found that there was very little information available and it was a very time consuming 

process to collate anything together. As such we decided to travel to Japan and try and collect as 

much information as possible and really see for ourselves. This also added a surprising element of 

adventure to the trip, as despite travelling to a very well developed country, we really had very little 

information to go on. As such beyond booking our flights and having a rough itinerary in mind the 

plan was kept as relaxed as possible to allow us to adapt to both the weather and climbing that we 

discovered.  

We planned to visit five climbing areas, each with a distinct rock type or style of climbing, as shown 

below in map 1.  

 

Figure 1. The 5 climbing destinations we planned to visit 

● Horai is a major sport climbing venue on steep limestone, but beyond that and three photos 

online we didn’t know what to expect.  

● Ogawayama seems to be the most famous climbing area in Japan with thousands of routes 

on granite, both a mix of sport and traditional style routes. We had quite a lot of information 

about climbing at Ogawayama already thanks to the information on 

http://www.ogawayama.com/ run by a british ex-pat. With the campsite at 1,500m above 

sea level, we knew that it would be cooler here even during the start of our trip when it 

could be too hot to climb elsewhere. As such we decided to make this our first stop.  

http://www.ogawayama.com/
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● Futago, or Futagoyama is a well-known for being home to Japans hardest route “Flat 

Mountain”, however not much else is known except that it is steep limestone with tufas 

(drainpipes of rock caused by erosion).  

● The Jogasaki coast looked to offer some fantastic sea cliff climbing on an unknown rock-

type, however we had heard that it might be too hot to climb there during our trip.  

● Mitake is a bouldering only venue that is very popular with Tokyo climbers due to its close 

proximity. Being close to sea level we knew that it would be very hot here and so planned to 

leave it until the end of our trip to visit.  

Training 
Prior to the trip both Ben and Jack stepped up their training to get the most out of the 

experience. While doing this Jack also had to work to finish his degree and as such we under 

took separate training plans rather than training together. This allowed us to focus more 

keenly on our personal climbing weaknesses as well.  To perform well while climbing 

requires a combination of strength, power endurance, endurance, technique and positive 

mental aspect. As such both Ben and Jacks training worked on all of these aspects in one 

form or another.  

Jack’s Training Plan 
“Due to having limited free time in 4th year, I needed a training programme that  was highly specific 

and focused in order to get the most out of training sessions.” 

 A number of books and articles were used to develop a training plan to meet these objectives:  

Training for climbing (Training for Climbing, 2nd Ed.(Eric J. Hörst.)  provided a great overview of 

training methods and a number of techniques. Online climbing coach, (MacLeod) provided more 

specific articles about training methods and tips. Jack’s training plan was  based around performing 

on two trips : WUCC tour to El Chorro, Spain,  in March, and Japan in September. As the style of 

climbing in El Chorro was known to be long overhanging routes on positive holds, maximum power 

endurance was the objective. However in Japan, as much less was known about the style of routes,  

the objective was maximum strength. This was decided as endurance can be more easily improved 

on a trip and  it was necessary to combine the training sessions with as much outdoor climbing as 

possible, to improve technique and mental strength.  

a 3-2-1 cycle has been shown to be an effective method of training that can be applied to climbing. 3 

weeks are spent training strength, primarily by bouldering, but also by specific drills using: the 

fingerboard to improve finger strength, campus board to increase power, and pull-up bar for 

maximum pull muscle development and lock off strength. 2 weeks are then spent training 

endurance. this was achieved primarily by climbing routes and drills such as interval training. A 1:1 

work-rest  ratio interval set (climbing for 3 minutes, resting for 3 minutes) was key in training for 

power endurance routes in El Chorro, as the short recovery time helps train the body to remove 

lactic acid more effectively and also helped improve the common weakness of deteriorating climbing 

technique when ‘pumped’. the final week in the cycle was a rest week. this gives the body time to 

adapt to the increased levels of stimulus and is essential to prevent injury. undertaking ‘active rest’ 
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during this week, mainly other aerobic activities such as jogging and yoga help to improve recovery 

by increasing blood flow.  

In El Chorro Jack managed- 9 7s in 9 days. improved onsight level to 7a, 7b flash, and 7c  max 

achieved again. Before Japan Jack climbed second V7 and first V8 ,  first UK 7b  and in the Alps: first 

4000m peak.  

 
Bens Training Plan 
My plan revolved around two stages. An initial stage from January to March, itself split into two 

parts. Part one involved increasing general fitness using interval body-weight training to strengthen 

muscles in his back, shoulders, biceps and core, while maintaining climbing technique through 

regular climbing sessions. This is important as specific training can build muscle more quickly, but 

without regular climbing sessions to teach the body how to apply the new found strength it would 

be wasted. Following this a month long period of endurance training was applied. This involved 

climbing continuously for 3 minutes, then resting for 3 minutes for a period of 15 minutes. 

Eventually the quality of rest can be reduced, such as by resting on a large hold rather than stepping 

off the wall, or by reducing the rest time. Ben performed this almost every-day for 3 weeks before 

having a week of complete rest to allow full recovery for a sport climbing trip to El Chorro, Spain.  

This trip was to serve as a benchmark for the training so far, as well as to work on climbing 

technique, which improves much faster on real rock. The trip was very successful, pushing my top 

climbing grade by two grades from 6c to 7a by climbing “Viejos y puretas”. More importantly, I broke 

an important mental barrier by making good progress on “Gros Rouge”, 7b, a grade that I had 

previously felt beyond my abilities. I was consistently making it through the hardest move (the crux) 

and falling within a few meters of the top.  This encouraged me that my training was working and 

that I could attempt climbs of such difficulty.  

Following my return from Spain I continued my training indoors by following a three stage cycle to 

train Strength, Power Endurance and Endurance for 2 months each such that I should peak at the 

start of our expedition to Japan. This order was intentional as Strength is harder to acquire but stays 

with you, while endurance is easier to gain but also fades quickly. While doing this I also attempted 

to climb outdoors as much as possible, with multiple trips sport climbing to Portland, UK, where I 

continued to challenge myself on grade 7 routes.  On top of this I made 8 trips to the English Peak 

district in order to climb traditional style climbs. This style of climbing tends to be less physical but 

with a strong mental aspect, staying calm under scary and potentially dangerous situations, I wanted 

to work on this aspect of my climbing. Further to this I hoped that the gritstone outcrops that give 

heavily friction dependant climbing would be similar to the rough granite of Ogawayama in Japan, 

allowing me to train that style of climbing.  
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Expedition  

Arriving in Japan 1st – 3rd September 

We flew from Birmingham to Tokyo Narita airport on the 1st of September, arriving at 10am on the 

2nd of September Tokyo time. We had no trouble picking up our rental car and easily made it Tokyo. 

For our first night we booked into Andon Ryokan, a traditional Japanese hostel, located in the same 

part of the city that our friend Hiro Muaro lived. Unfortunately he was held up at work and we were 

unable to see him.  Despite jet lag we took the opportunity to explore some of Tokyo, visiting Sensō-

ji, Tokyos oldest shrine. Wandering through the site where the temple stands at night was extremely 

impressive, and also completely deserted, giving a very surreal experience to the feeling of having 

actually arrived.  

 

Figure 2. Sensō-ji at night 

The following day we travelled to B-Pump, a climbing gym in the Akiharabara district of Tokyo to 

purchase some Japanese climbing guides, investigate the price of bouldering mats and try to gather 

some information.  The staff where very friendly and a few spoke very good English. They warned us 

that the climbing at Futago may be wet at this time of year, but confirmed to us that the climbing at 

Ogawayama and Horai was very good. We left with Volumes 2,3 and 4 from the “Nihon 100 Iwaba” 

guidebook series.  These books are entirely in Japanese but provided good hand-drawn topos of the 

routes, with American grades and even a star–rating system.  Unfortunately we were unable to 

purchase a bouldering mat. Japanese climbing equipment is very expensive compared to the UK with 

even the most basic bouldering mats starting at around £400. With guidebooks in hand and a plan 

we set off for Ogawayama.  
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Ogawayama 小川山 3
rd

 - 11
th  

   

     
Figure 3. The granite spires of Ogawayama. Sector Yana-Iwa.  

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Sport, Traditional and Bouldering 

Number of routes >500 

Grade Range 5.7 to 5.13d?/V4-V15 

Rock Type Granite 

Accomodation type Camping or Hostel 

Shower facilities Yes, 100 Yen for 3 minutes 

 

To save approximately £30 we chose to avoid the toll roads and opted for a more scenic route that 

took 6 hours from Tokyo. Navigating was not a problem as our car had come with SatNav as 

standard. However, finding somewhere to eat along the way proved difficult and having failed to 

stock up in Tokyo we were very relieved to arrive at “Nana’s Super Convience Store” and find it 

open. This is the last shop before reaching the Ogawayama campsite and so it is vital to stock up 

here.  

We learned very quickly that fresh vegetables and fruit are very expensive in Japan, presumably a 

by-product of their overcrowding.  However, you can still buy tinned food at a reasonable price and 

Nana’s has a small reduced section where from around 6pm onwards you can pick up veg with very 

heavy discounts. Further to this, all convenience stores sell good quality fast food items such as rice 

balls, yakitori (grilled meat skewers) and microwavable ready meals that they will heat up in store 

for you.  

We arrived at Ogawayama campsite around 11pm and found the ryokan still open. The man working 

at the reception desk spoke enough English for us to book 7 nights camping at 700 Yen per person 

per night.  
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Figure 4. Ogawayama ryokan and shop 

The following morning we woke to find ourselves in a beautiful forested valley, with granite spires 

sticking out of the trees in all directions; a real climbers playground!  Matching up the map inside the 

guidebook to one we had printed out from www.kawakami.ne.jp/ogawayama/, see below, we 

decided to head to the closest sector over the river.  This proved harder than expected as the 

crossing points indicated in the guidebook are not really crossing points but places where it is 

possible to make some occasionally bold jumps between boulders to cross.  
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Figure 5. Ogawayama area map from http://www.kawakami.ne.jp/ogawayama/ 
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After a couple of hours attempting 

to find a better option we 

committed to jumping between 

the boulders and found it easier 

than it first appeared and made it 

across without incident.  

A short scramble uphill through 

the forest and we came across the 

first rock of the trip.  Excited we 

got stuck into our first route . We 

found that the climbing was 

fantastic, on solid rock with good, 

new-looking  

Figure 6. The river crossing 

bolts for safety, which was a great relief and confidence boost.  We spent the rest of the day 

wandering the forest, exploring the areas and getting acquainted with the style of climbing.  

 We discovered a range of climbing even within the small area we explored, with vertical, 

overhanging and slabby faces. However it was immediately apparent that the majority of the routes 

were technical vertical walls or slabs. It was also apparent that the rumours we had heard before 

arriving where true: The Japanese grading system 

had tended towards under-grading and 

everything felt hard for the grade here. We were 

certainly going to have to push ourselves.  

On our third day we decided to avoid the river 

crossing and investigate one of the sectors to the 

north of the valley known as Yana-Iwa. 

Navigating the steep paths in the wood proved to 

be a challenge with only a basic map, however 

after a few hours we had a good mental map of 

the area. On our way through we discovered 

many boulders scattered around the wood, with 

good bouldering, although it was too hot to try 

some of the harder more friction dependant 

problems. 

At Yana-Iwa we found a lot of very good, popular 

routes with brand new bolts, as well as as very 

impressive looking multipitch routes that we 

Figure 7. The first climb of the trip!        wanted to come back to later in the week. Aware 
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of how early it was getting dark in the valley, and the time we may need to navigate through the 

wood, we left quite early, but planned to return to the same area the next day.   

We woke up the following morning to find the campsite full of Japanese walkers and climbers. We 

had heard that the weekends could be busy but we had underestimated how many people would 

arrive. Knowing the path made returning to Yana-Iwa much easier and we proceeded to get stuck 

into as many routes as possible.  We where both starting to become familiar with the rock and style 

of climbing, as well as climbing in the heat and humidity. Everyone we met was friendly and happy to 

show us routes we should try, even if they did not speak any English. After a strong mornings 

climbing we decided to return to the campsite for lunch and a rest afternoon: we had still not really 

recovered from jet-lag at this stage, needed to return to Nana’s to buy more food and the weather 

forecast rain for the late afternoon.  However after lunch we joined a group of Japanese climbers 

who had set up a slackline in the campsite.  

Slacklining is similar sport to tightrope walking, except the rope is loose and similar to a trampoline, 

allowing you to perform tricks on it. We had a great few hours sitting in the sun slacklining, and 

talking to Masa, one of the Japanese climbers who spoke very good English.  He invited us 

bouldering with them and our “rest day” quickly turned into a serious bouldering session, 

attempting a V7 boulder we had spotted the day before. Having a local guide made finding the 

problems infinitely easier as the guidebook doesn’t contain a map of the area for bouldering. Jack 

made short work of a V6 and we both climbed a number of other problems before thanking Masa 

and heading to Nana’s to resupply. Before we left Masa told us that we were welcome to join their 

party that evening.  Returning from Nana’s we were shattered and very nearly didn’t take Masa up 

on his offer. However it turned out to be one of the best decisions we made, having a great evening 

chatting about climbing, eating and drinking Japanese food. On top of this we met Taki, a local 

climber who was living at Ogawayama at the time. Since Japanese climbers only came at the 

weekends Taki suggested that we team up and he would show us good climbs in the valley in 

exchange for belays, he would then show us the way to Horai and stay and climb there with us for a 

few days.  At around 7pm the rain really set in and it was quickly clear that we wouldn’t be climbing 

the following day, so we arranged to go hiking with Take, who wanted to pick wild mushrooms. 

We spent Sunday hiking and scrambling around the west side of the valley with Takei, collecting 

mushrooms and exploring the sectors. Access to sector Yani-Iwa #5 requires some very exposed 

scrambling but gives a great hike with some fantastic views, even given how misty the day was. In 

the evening Taki cooked for us and some of his friends, while Jack and I bouldered on a large boulder 

that sits right in the middle of the campsite. You can see this boulder behind us in the photo below.  

It looks like it is covered in huge holds but they are not all as good as they seem!  
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Figure 8. Masa and his friends 

Monday was still damp but Taki knew where we would be able to climb. We headed to Ane-Iwa on 

the west side of the valley. This involved crossing the river again, but this time much further up-river.  

Crossing was much simpler, if colder; wading across the top of a dam. A steep 30 minute hike 

brought us to the crag. The climbing here was much steeper than elsewhere, but still required some 

technical slab climbing to finish it off. Next, Taki showed Ben a technical slab climb round the corner 

known as the final exam. From Ben’s diary:  

“Attempted to pass “the exam” today, a fantastic 5.10b slab. The route initially climbs the left arete 

but weaves right and left and right again finding a path up the slab. Felt very technical for 5.10b. 

Unfortunately lost concentration near the top, one move from success and took a pretty big fall down 

the slab.  Unhurt except for my pride. In a way I am happy to have been so calm about falling off, and 

taking such a large fall unharmed has boosted my confidence.”  Ben  08/09/14 
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Following this Jack attempted a 5.11c route, shown in the photo to the right, taking an extremely 

delicate sequence up the main face before 

making a throw to the horn seen at the top. 

This lead to another delicate slab, even 

harder than the one below!  After this we 

decided to try something less slabby and 

went for “Yellow Crash” 5.12a. This turned 

out to be equally good, but absolutely nails. 

Yellow crash required a much more physical 

approach than the other routes we’ve been 

trying but still with the trademark 

Ogawayama technicality. After working the 

moves Jack made a good attempt at the 

route but didn’t quite make it. We finished 

the day exhausted but happy and ready to 

return here later so Jack could have another 

attempt at Yellow Crash. We decided that we 

would spend the following day doing one of 

the long, easier multipitch routes at Yana-Iwa 

as an active rest day, and extend our stay 

one more night so that Jack could attempt 

Yellow Crash again well rested the day after. 

     

       Figure 9. Ben seconding a 5.11c 

We woke the next day and set off for our target climb: “Selection Roue”. This followed 6 pitches up 

the main face of Yana-Iwa #2. The first looked to be a simple crack, given the low grade of 5.8, 

however by now we knew that low grades can be deceptive and a real struggle ensued. The 

following slab pitch also threw a spanner in the works, with Ben eventually backing down and 

handing the lead over to Jack. Ben takes up the story:  

“It felt like a real blow to back off a 5.8 slab, equivalent to something like a F4+, a grade that I 

wouldn’t think twice about normally. I did my best to put it down to experience and learn from it, but 

it felt like a really low point. The next pitch looked like nothing more than a scramble and helped me 

relax back into enjoying the climbing again. Jack took the next pitch, an awkward groove and crack 

which I was secretly pleased I didn’t have to lead. This however meant that I had the “crux” traverse 

pitch Taki had told us about before setting off. One of the most famous routes in Japan, it again was 

given a low grade of 5.8 but Taki thought it was more like 5.10a/b and scary with quite bold climbing 

on trad gear. 

I felt pretty nervous setting off and wasn’t encouraged to find the start of the route was wet. I 

decided that I had to at least try and found a way through the wet section without difficulty but 

unsure if I’d be able to reverse the sequence.  I placed some gear and moved out onto the route 

proper. The exposure was immediate and fantastic. Traversing along the main face of the wall, you 

move away from the cover of the side wall and trees and instantly feel the long drop below your feet. 

I could see why Taki had said the route felt scary, as gear was hard to place and you risked a long 
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swing if you fell. However the quality of the climbing quickly took over and I found myself at the end 

of the pitch wishing to do it again.  

Unfortunately Jack didn’t have the experience I had, finding the climbing awkward while wearing the 

backpack, and finding that the gear was even harder to get back out than it was to place originally. 

After a bit of swearing he made it to the belay without any more trouble and set off up what looked 

like the way out.” Ben 09/09/14 

It wasn’t until halfway up the final crack pitch that we remembered there were two route choices 

shown in the guide book. the right crack was a relatively easy 5.7 pitch; the left crack wasn’t given a 

grade, and Jack was quickly finding out that it was significantly more difficult. The pitch was short 

but brutal, involving wide, insecure hand jams, marginal foot holds and difficult to place protection. 

we arrived at the top exhausted but  feeling a great sense of accomplishment, having climbed 

through technically, mentally and finally physically challenging pitches.  

 

 

 

Figure 10. At the top! 
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Our final day at Ogawayama came around far too quickly, however we were excited to move on and 

discover what else Japan could offer. First though the pressure was on Jack to send Yellow Crash 

before the end of the day:   

“I knew I had the strength and fitness to climb the route , but the moves were so tenuous and 

technical that it was easy to slip off at any moment. The warm weather only compounded the 

problem by lowering the available friction. Every move had to be done perfectly under complete 

control to make it to the top - I fell the first two tries from hands and feet slipping rather than getting 

tired. the pressure of running out of time to try the route only made it easier to make mistakes. I 

really had to block everything out and  just focus on climbing each move perfectly. it felt great 

catching the last hold on my 3rd try , knowing i had done just that.” Jack 10/09/14 

We still had time to get a last few routes in. Ben lead an easy trad crack pitch that followed a 

diagonally slanting crack up the main face. Jack then set off up Casablanca 5.10b possibly the most 

famous crack climb at Ogawayama, it came highly recommended and we had seen a lot of people 

attempting (and struggling!) on it over the last few days. Jack set off up it, another route with wide 

flaring hand-jams making the climbing feel insecure and a real battle. Reaching the top of the crack 

allows you some time to rest, but a few hard moves remain before you reach easy climbing and can 

relax properly. A real experience that requires 100% commitment to staying on the route. Exhausted 

but happy we trekked back to camp to meet Taki for a few drinks and some food around the 

campfire and finalised our plans for tomorrow. We would make a quick visit to Mizuyaki, another 

popular climbing area in the next valley, before making the long drive to Horai, which would take all 

day.  

 

 

Figure 11. Ogawayama Valley 
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Mizuyaki (12th) 

 

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Bouldering, Sport and multipitch Trad. Mainly 
Trad.  

Number of routes >500 

Grade Range  

Rock Type Granite 

Accomodation type Camping  

Shower facilities Yes 

 
Before leaving for Horai we went to investigate the climbing in neighbouring Mizuyaki. We had 
heard the climbing was very good but the weather was not on our side. Regardless we wished to 
investigate the accommodation facilities and see the area for ourselves.  We found a very high 
quality campsite fully equipped with facilities and even a shop selling local produce and souvenirs. 
The two men running the shop where very friendly and even gave us some freshly picked grapes for 
free because we where climbers!   
 
With a thunderstorm rolling in we quickly drove up one of the tracks to the crag. However it became 
quickly apparent that the road quality was very poor and our rental car was struggling. We made it 
to the first car park, but with the weather worsening and the road ahead looking even worse we 
turned back round. 

 
Figure 12. The shop and facilities at Mizuyaki. Camping is in the field to the left of the photo 

From speaking to Taki, Masa and other climbers we learned that the climbing here was generally 

long alpine style trad routes, with one or two areas of sport climbing that can be reached by driving 
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up the previously mentioned poor track, to the left of the photo below. Following the steps shown in 

the photo below lead to some boulders, however we did not have time to explore as we had a long 

drive ahead and we wanted to leave before the thunderstorm hit us. 

 

 

Figure 13. Thunder clouds rolling in over Mizuyaki. 
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Horai  蓬莱 12th -22nd 

 

Figure 14 Ben and Jack on the Walk up to Horai 

 

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Sport and Bouldering 

Number of routes >500 

Grade Range  

Rock Type Compact Limestone 

Accomodation type Camping or B&B 

Shower facilities At B&B, none at Campsite, Onsen available 

 

The drive between Ogawayama and Horai can be done in approximately 5 hours using the toll roads, 

but for the trip it was decided to spend a whole day travelling on the minor roads. This allowed a 

cost saving of 6000 yen, and provided a great tour through one of the more rural areas of Japan. The 

drive involved numerous stops including a number of Japans “michi-no-eki”s - literally meaning 

“Road Station”, containing a number of convenience stores, public toilets, and often a restaurant 

and a local produce market, and Suntory’s Hakshu whiskey distillery, where tourists can sign up for a 

free tour of the production facility, ending with a whiskey tasting session for non-drivers. 

The accommodation most commonly used by climbers is next to lake Horai, set in the mountainside 

above the town of Mikawakawai on route 151. The campsite is run by one old man who speaks no 

English, his dog and three chickens (who also speak no English), in his spare field. The facilities are 
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basic: a small toilet block, running water collected from a butt on the roof, and you share the field 

with the chickens. 

The crag is reached by driving back into town and up the next valley. There is limited parking space 

which is normally full by 7am on weekends and bank holidays, but is rarely a problem during the 

week. From the carpark it is an hour walk up to the main crag, where the first few days climbing 

were spent. 

 

The crag is split into 3 

sectors: Onishi-iwa - 

meaning Devil rock, 

containing a few steep 

walls overhanging up to 

60°, Hykara , an 

extremely steep wall - 

home to the hardest 

routes in the area, and 

sector Ganco- meaning 

Gecko, a few vertical 

walls with a number of 

lower grade routes. 

   Figure 15 Left to Ganco, Right to Onishi 

 

Day 1 - 3  

The first day at Horai was a Friday, so both the car park and the crag were very quiet, and we were 

able to get breakfast from the local convenience store, then walk up to the crag later in the morning. 

We were shown around the main crag area by Taki. He showed us the approach routes to Onishi and 

Hykara, and suggested a number of routes that we could try over the week.  In the afternoon we 

tried our first few climbs at Horai. The climbing was a significant change from Ogawayama, being 

generally on much bigger holds , but much steeper ground. The rock was also unlike any limestone 

either of us had climbed before,  the entire face is covered in large blobs that slightly resemble flow 

stone features, giving positive footholds, but feeling very rounded as hand-holds. We climbed some 

warm up routes 5.10d and 5.11a, then Jack attempted “Sotsugyō” which means “graduate” falling 

just before the last clip.  As the campsite doesn't have shower facilities, Takei took us to the village’s 

Onsen (traditional public bath) which was a very new experience for both Ben and Jack. It was late 

by the time we had finished our soak in the hot spa, so we bought dinner from “K-Mart” the local 

convenience store , and ate in our tent. 
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Figure 16 Jack Setting off for Sotsugyo 

The second day was spent climbing at Onishi also, as Takei wanted to meet some friends that would 

be climbing there. Being Saturday, it was necessary to arrive at the car park early in the morning. The 

crag is a completely different place at the weekends,  going from almost deserted to overcrowded - 

but never unpleasantly so. The queueing for routes is very organised compared to the rest of the 

climbing world, anyone wishing to try a busy line puts their name down on the whiteboard and waits 

until their turn! By the end of the day we had ticked a few more routes, including “Sotsugyō” for 

Jack, and made a few friends amongst the local climbers.  As our last day with Taki, we went out to 

“Bonzai” for dinner, after an hours relaxing in the Onsen of course.  we returned in the evening to 

find our tents filled with the crickets that inhabited the field, and had to spend half an hour before 

bed removing them one by one.  
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Figure 17 Main Wall at Onishi on a busy weekend 

 

Taki went back to Ogawayama early in the morning, as we went up to the less steep sector Ganco  

with a group of climbers from Osaka, to give our arms a rest.  The limestone here was much more 

similar to what we had climbed in Europe, so despite sore arms and fingers we got stuck in. This 

sector also had the largest concentration of lower grade routes, so we quickly climbed 3 routes 

graded 5.7 to 5.11a. After a long rest and some food; Jack onsighted the 3 star 5.11c “Foxy”,  Ben 

started working the moves , while Jack went on to try “Professor” the 5.12a variation route. One of 

the Japanese climbers, Megumi, took some photos of us and posted on her blog that you can look at 

here (Note it is written in Japanese only):  

http://ameblo.jp/baby-climber-megu 

 

Ise Shrine rest day 

By Monday our arms and fingers were in need of a rest,  and being a Japanese bank holiday, we 

would also have to get up very early to get a parking space at the crag. Instead  we decided to meet 

Hiro and, on recommendation from a number of people we had met, visit Ise Grand Shrine in the 

Mie Prefecture three hours drive south east. Ise consists of a number of shrines, set within its own 

peaceful woodland, and is one of the holiest sites in Japan.  
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We spent the day walking around the shrines with Hiro explaining some of the background and 

traditions of the shrines. The main shrine is rebuilt on an adjacent site every 20 years  to keep it 

permanently new and in good condition, necessitated by the traditional style of architecture and 

building materials. The shrine was particularly busy as it had only been rebuilt one year before our 

arrival. In the afternoon we walked around the traditional town of Ise, and sampled one of the local 

dishes “Ise Udon” for dinner.  

 

 

Figure 18 Jack, Hiro and Ben at  Ise Grand Shrine 

Day 5 - 7 

After a day off climbing we were both eager to get back on the rock. We got up early and ate 

breakfast in the car park as was becoming the norm, and raced up to the crag to get on some routes! 

Unfortunately the weather brought clear skies and a  warm breeze that swept across the rock face. 

As pleasant as this might sound, it quickly became too hot to climb. Coupled with the humidity we 

found our hands sweating too much to hold on, and  that we would fall off half way before getting 

tired. Jack tried the classic route “That’s Climbing Show” at sector Hykara, a completely horizontal 

roof climb for several meters, in the morning, finding it very difficult all the way, and as it quickly 

came into the sun, we moved on to the Riverside area for some shade. We both tried the 5.12a 

route “FIRST” and struggled much more than we expected, with neither of us managing to climb it 

by the end of the day.  We had hoped to raise our spirits by relaxing in the Onsen in the evening, 

only to find it closed. After dinner we asked at the convenience store where one might be open, and 

drove 20 minutes to the next town, only to find that one closed too.  
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Figure 19 FIRST, Riverside Crag at Onishi 

Giving ourselves a later start next day for more rest we drove back over to the car park and for a 

change, ate breakfast at the crag instead. One of the locals was climbing a route on the main wall 

called “Aller” so Jack decided to give it a go. In two attempts he made good progress and worked out 

a sequence of moves to get to the top., finding 3 knee bar rests, one of which allowed him to let go 

completely with his hands. Ben still feeling the fatigue from the day before chose to rest for most of 

the day. The evening brought another fruitless search for a shower; Both feeling exhausted, our 

spirits hit their lowest point in the trip.  

“I have never wanted a shower more in my life.”  Jack and Ben 

We decided we were probably being too hard on ourselves, by sleeping in a very basic 

accommodation to save money, and with very early starts to avoid walking to the crag in the heat. to 

remedy this, we slept in as late as we could Thursday morning and then booked into a guesthouse 

called “Aka Tombo” for Friday and Saturday night. This seemed to  work, as after a leisurely walk up 

to the crag, we warmed up feeling much better, and Jack sent “Aller” on his second try of the day. 
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“Climbing felt much better today, but I knew I would struggle on Aller, as my knees were still sore 

from the kneebars the day before. I had to do some Engineering  to get around this; I fingertaped my 

beanie hat to my knee and folded my trouser leg over the top to protect my knee. This worked and i 

was able to recover properly in the rest positions and climb the route to the top in one go!”  Jack 

18/09/14 

 

 

Figure 20 Jack sending ALLER 

Unable to go another night without a wash, we came up with a solution on the way back to the car 

in the evening. We changed into our beach shorts, and jumped into a rock pool in the river that 

followed the path up to the crag. It turned out to be far less cold and unpleasant than we were 

expecting, and in a strange way we actually enjoyed it!  
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“Who needs an Onsen!?” Ben and Jack 

 

Figure 21 Ben braving the cold 

 

Day 8-10  

On the morning of the 19th we packed up our tent before continuing our normal morning routine of 

breakfast in the car park followed by an hours walk up to the crag, both in higher spirits and excited 

for a real bed for the night,  our first in 19 days! Ben decided to take a rest day to give himself the 

best chance on his project the next day, while Jack kept up the momentum from the day before  by 

trying another 5.12c route “Kinseppu” falling at the last clip on his first try, and on the last move  on 

his second try. Finally climbing it on this 3rd Redpoint. In the evening we moved into the Aka Tombo 

guest house, which after our past few weeks, felt like a 5-star hotel. We had proper beds, a 

communal living room, en-suite shower, a bath room in the hall next to the massage chair and even 

a TV. 

Unfortunately as the next day was a Saturday, we weren't able to enjoy the beds for long in the 

morning, as we had a 5.30 start to get a parking space.  Ben  was on top form after his rest day, 

making excellent progress on his project Ryunen 5.11d; reaching half way at the start of the day to 

falling from finishing  holds by then end.  meanwhile, Jack worked moves of his next project “Kareki” 

meaning “dead tree”, at 5.12d.  By the end of the day the skin on our hands was so sore we decided 

we needed another rest day; we also wanted to make the most of the beds while we had them.  

We woke up late and had a cooked breakfast at Aka-Tombo guest house , which lasted until gone 

midday, and only ended as the owners wanted to go out for the day. We spent the day doing some 

souvenir shopping and exploring the local area, quickly learning that there is not much to  do on a 

Sunday nearby. A quick check on Trip Advisor showed one geological formation with no reviews 

called the “Nebuchi Pothole”.  Unsure whether we were looking for a small cave or an actual pothole 

in the road, we put the rough location in the satnav and set off on a drive. Though we were unable 
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to find it, we had a very pleasant afternoon drive through some Japanese countryside. In the evening 

we pitched our tent back in the campsite, pleasantly surprised at how few crickets there were this 

time, and feeling well rested and ready to tackle the next few days.  

 

The rest day worked wonders for us; the next day at the crag we were both feeling strong and able 

to hold on better after some skin recovery. Ben managed to climb his project: Ryunen, his second 

climb graded 5.11d:  

“I had picked Ryunen to attempt as it represented a real challenge for me, something that I was 

unsure initially if i would even be able to do. However after working it over the week I felt confident 

that it would go, but it was still close to my limit. Everything would have to be perfect. As the week 

drew on though, despite coming very close several times, I began to worry that I would not manage 

the route before we left and the pressure I put on myself resulted in negative progress. In particular I 

kept falling on one move that had not troubled me before.  After taking a few rest days to allow my 

skin to heal and for me to relax a bit, returning to the project I remembered why I enjoyed climbing 

so much, quickly finding myself one move from the top. A moment of lost concentration and I was off 

again! I now knew that I definitely could do the route and just had to relax and concentrate on 

making every move perfect. Next go I made no mistakes and the feeling of clipping the chains at the 

top is indescribable. This may have been my second 5.11d but is by far the hardest thing I have ever 

climbed and easily the most effort I had ever put into a single route”  Ben 22/09/14 

 

Figure 22 Ben powering through the crux of Ryunen 
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Jack also managed to work out a more efficient sequence of moves for the crux of “Kareki” - a 

dynamic reach of nearly a full armspan off a two finger pocket to a good hold, after nearly 15 metres 

of overhanging climbing to reach that point.  

While climbing that day we met some Japanese climbers who happened to be friends with Taki: Chi 

Chan and Mao. They where exceptionally friendly and as they lived in Tokyo, we arranged to meet 

them again on our last day of the holiday. 

 

Figure 23 Chi Chan Belaying Mao-san 

The 23rd was our last day at Horai, and we weren’t looking forward to leaving, feeling as though we 

were really getting into the swing of climbing here. Ben started working the moves of “Sotsugyō” 

making good progress on the first half and managing all the individual moves of the route, but not 

being able to link them. Although there was not enough time left to make a clean ascent it felt great 

to feel confident on a route of this difficulty. Jack continued working Kareki, falling in the upper 

section , and eventually calling it a day due to returning sore hands.  

September 23rd was a national holiday in Japan and so the crag was full of climbers as usual. This 

was great as many of the people there we had met on previous days at Horai, including some who 
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we had met on our first day there. It was good to see them again before we left as the climbing 

community at Horai is great, the friendly atmosphere really adding to the experience of climbing 

there. We made good friends with Sheu, a climber about our age who offered to let us stay at his to 

avoid an incoming Typhoon. Unfortunately his house was several hours drive in the wrong direction 

for us and we had to cover 300km to meet Takei in the morning. We decided to leave the crag 

relatively early to make good progress on that trip. We had our final wash in the river and although 

disappointed to be leaving we had had such a great time it was exciting to see what else Japan 

would throw at us. Unfortunately our excitement quickly came to a screeching halt when we realised 

that we had less than a quarter tank of fuel left and all the petrol stations where closed for the 

holiday! After driving past three closed petrol stations the fuel warning light came on and we 

decided to sleep in the car and fill up in the morning. We had managed less than 30km of our 300km 

journey.  Despite this we actually reached Taki only 3 and a half hours late the following morning.  
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Futagoyama 双子山 23rd -25th  

 

 

Figure 24 Sector Yume-jio 

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Sport 

Number of routes >500 

Grade Range 5.10d to 5.15 

Rock Type Limetone with hanging Tufas 

Accomodation type Camping or Hostel 

Shower facilities Onsen available 

 

Futagoyama can be reached from Ogawayama in  2 hours by car, or from Tokyo in 3hrs.  From Route 

299 turn up a narrow mountain pass and follow the road until it starts to head back down hill. There 

is a small car park at the top of the pass, where 10 minutes walk reaches either of the two crags.   

 

Both camping facilities and a traditional Japanese bunkhouse for 1000 Yen per night are available at 
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Shimoyoshida Camping Ground, just outside the town of Ogano on route 299. Being relatively close 

to Tokyo, there is a wide range of facilities in town including  a large supermarket, petrol stations 

and a coin laundrette.  

 

The crag itself is set near the top of Mt. Futagoyama and is split into two main sections: Hokora and 

Yume-jio. Hokora meaning “shrine” is named after a small shrine that sits at the bottom of the rock 

face. The crag features a number of routes ranging from 5.10 to high 5.12s, on beautiful grey 

streaked overhanging limestone with a number of large flowstone features. Yume-jio is the main 

wall of the crag, with similar terrain ranging up to 25m high, and with some flowstone tufas bigger 

than people, and is home to Japan’s hardest route: “Flat Mountain” 5.14d/15a.  

Climbing at Futagoyama 

On the 24th we woke up not far from Horai, found an open petrol station and made excellent time 

driving back to Nana’s Super Convenience store to meet Taki at Lunchtime.  After a quick catch up 

we set off through the narrow, winding mountain roads,towards Futago, arriving mid afternoon. The 

short walk in to Futagoyama felt extremely refreshing after the hours hike everyday for Horai, and 

we were both blown away by the  quality of the rock and the fantastic flowstone features. To our 

disappointment, the crag hadn't completely dried out from the wet summer, and so only a small 

number of routes were climbable. Nevertheless, we went over to sector Yume-jio and jumped on 

one of the classic warm-up routes  of the crag, taking a line up next to and over a tufa the size of a 

small car.  Next Taki picked out a route for us which he thought would be dry, which was “North 

Mountain” a route which shared the start of “Flat Mountain” but trended of right to get 5.12a.  The 

climbing was very powerful on good holds, and though a little wet at the bottom, it was still possible 

to climb.  We had time for one try each before dark, then we set off to find the bunkhouse, stopping 

on the way at a hotel which had an Onsen that was open to the public for 500 yen.  

The bunkhouse was well equipped with a small kitchen, bathroom and a communal living space. 

there were a number of dormitories where guests sleep on traditional Tatami mats on the floor, 

however were the only people there, so had the whole place to ourselves. As there was no need to 

get up early, we enjoyed a nice long sleep, and woke to surprisingly good weather despite a poor 

forecast.   

Arriving at the crag we saw it had rained overnight and many of the routes were more wet than 

before. Again we weren’t put off, and climbed again at Yume-jio, warming up on another classic 

“Workaholic” at 5.10b. Next it was time for Jack to try to send “North Mountain”; the first try didn’t 

go well, as the bottom had become wetter overnight,  and he fell off low down. After one more 

practice of the route Jack found a couple of kneebars to rest on, dried out some of the holds with 

help from Ben and Taki, he rested and tried again.  
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Figure 25 Jack on North Mountain 

 

“I just managed to scrape through the wet lower section on the next try,  then got a good rest on the 

knee bar, with help from my homemade knee pad again. I knew I wouldn’t have many tries on the 

route, so I really had to give it everything. The last move was quite a big throw, and I could feel my 

arms tiring, it felt great to stick it and clip the lower-off.” Jack 25/09/14 

After this success we went to climb at sector Hokora, and found a fantastic  5.11b . Ben narrowly 

missed out on onsighting the route, but quickly climbed it clean next go, finding an unusal rest on 

the way by wrapping his legs around one of the larger tufas.  
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Figure 26 Ben getting "Stuck In" 

“The best 5.11b I have ever climbed” Ben 25/09/14 

As the weather turned worse we made a hasty retreat back to the cars, before saying goodbye to 

Takei for the last time, or so we thought. He had been an exceptionally generous host to us during 

our stay, and really helped make the trip what it was. After presenting him with some Suntory Wine 

after our trip to the distillery on the way to Horai, we had to make a rushed goodbye as the rain 

really started to pelt down.  

We made the most of having access to a cheap supermarket and kitchen at the bunkhouse to cook 

up a hearty chicken and tomato stew, while Jack went to the effort of filling the rather grotty looking 

bathtub for his own private onsen (do you have a photo of this?). We finalised our plans for the next 

day, deciding to head to the Jogasaki coast via Mount Fuji.  
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Mount Fuji, K’s House and the Jogasaki Coast 26th - 27th 

 

Figure 27 The Jogasaki Coastline 

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Sport and Traditional  

Number of routes >500 

Grade Range  

Rock Type Unknown volcanic  

Accomodation type Hostel 

Shower facilities Yes 

 

After the relative luxury of staying at Futagoyama compared to Horai, we were both feeling the need 

for a real bed and shower facilities. Taki suggested we stay in K’s House in Ito. An 100 year old 

traditional Japanese hostel, with its own natural hot spring onsen, and just a short train journey from 

Jogasaki: it sounded perfect. At 2,950 Yen a night we could only afford one night, but we had saved 

enough money camping at Horai to justify the expense. That said, the hostel was still relatively 

cheap, and while staying there we found they had another in Tokyo that was cheaper than the 

hostel we had stayed in on the first night.  Talking to Japanese climbers we had also heard that 

Jogsaki would be too hot to climb at, however we wanted to come and explore regardless as this 
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was the aim of the trip, as well as to try and climb hard personally, which meant staying only 1 day in 

Ito would not be a problem.  

Driving to Ito from Futagoyama also allowed us to visit somewhere we had always wanted to go: Mt 

Fuji.  

 

Figure 28 Mt Fuji and the five lakes 

Mt fuji is located less than 2 hours drive west of Tokyo and is the largest mountain in Japan at 

3,776m. Famous for it’s snow capped peaks the volcano is only snow capped during the winter 

months.  It is possible to climb the mountain during the climbing season of July and August. Outside 

of the climbing season a few of the mountain huts will stay open till mid-September depending on 

the weather. However by the time we arrived the huts where all shut so ascending the mountain 

was not an option. Despite this the Fuji 5 lakes area has some spectacular scenery and plenty of 

things to do, including various museums, art galleries and even cave systems to explore. We spent 

some time looking around one of the art galleries and enjoying the weather before continuing on to 

Ito.  

We arrived in Ito in the late evening. We had been told we could park for free at the train station 

and walk to K’s house from there. This involved walking along the sea wall, where we took note of 

the Tsunami warning signs. We had not seen any signs of the damage caused by the 2011 

earthquake and tsunami in Tohoku, but it was a reminder of the dangers natural disasters posed and 

sadly while we stayed at Ito, Mount Ontake erupted, killing 57 people.  Unfortunately Japan is one of 

the countries most affected by natural disasters and anybody wishing to travel to Japan should take 

the time to learn about emergency typhoon, earthquake and volcano procedures.  

Arriving at K’s house we found a fantastic old Ryuken by the river. The staff were very friendly and 

spoke perfect English. It is worth remembering that Japanese law requires hostels to scan a copy of 

all foreigners passports when checking in. We stayed in a large mixed dorm, with traditional 

Japanese futon beds. After visiting a small local restaurant for some very cheap sashimi, we visited 

the traditional onsen at K’s house before enjoying a glass of Sake. It felt great to relax and enjoy 

some creature comforts.  
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The next morning we felt well rested and ready to go find some climbing at Jogasaki. We got the 

train from Ito to Izu-Kogen Station.  From here you can follow paths to the coast, crossing Hashidate 

suspension bridge as you go, see the photos below.  

Figure 29 Map located outside Izu-Kogen Station, following the red dotted line will take you to the coast and 

climbing areas. Hashidate suspension bridge. 

To reach the climbing areas you must abseil down onto the beach. This poses several risks as  you 

must first find the abseil points, then decide if you are going to pull your ropes down and climb out, 

or leave a rope in place. Most importantly you must be aware of the tides and the possibility of 

being cut off. We opted to carry the extra weight and leave our abseil rope in place as we did not 

have any information on the tide timetables for the area. To preserve the natural beauty of the 

coastline, the abseil stations have been set back from the path, however, we found it fairly obvious 

the areas where climbers had crossed over the fence and wandered closer to the cliff top.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30 An example of what to look for when  

identifying abseil points 
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Abseiling into the beach we found ourselves in a truly spectacular location on a large volcanic pebble 

beach. The rock looked like nothing we had ever climbed before and we quickly picked out a line to 

attempt. The rock was hot from having baked in the sun all day and we soon realised we would not 

be able to climb much here; the routes had more positive holds than the granite at Ogawayama, but 

there where still many rounded edges requiring good friction to feel positive. Further to this it is 

important to note that regular expansion bolts found around the world deteriorate rapidly in the 

salty environment of sea cliffs, and that resin glue-ins should be used instead. We found that some 

of the routes at Jogasaki still had old expansion bolts that where rusting slightly. We were told that 

climbing here has provoked debate between residents, climbers and conservationists about weather 

the placing of bolts is justified, and so it seems likely that old bolts may not be replaced for some 

time. Despite this the climbing was great, requiring a very unique style, but definitely left us feeling 

that Jogasaki is a winter sun venue, requiring cold temperatures to give good friction. Aware of the 

tide coming in we left quite early and took a long walk around the local town, which has many 

examples of traditional Japanese architecture.  On the train back to Ito were many adverts for 

tourism on the Izu peninsular showing many places of stunning natural beauty and suggesting that 

there may be a lot more climbing waiting to be discovered here, if access issues with locals and land 

owners can be overcome. 

 

Figure 31 Sad to be leaving the Jogasaki coast 

 We spent the evening at the shopping centre at Ito train station, where there are many souvenir 

shops, food stalls and restaurants, as well as public toilets. Perhaps most importantly there is 

unlimited  free Wi-Fi access which gave us a welcome opportunity to catch up with friends and 

family back in the UK. As the trip started to draw to a close we both began thinking of home and the 

people we missed, despite the fun we where having. First though there was time to meet Hiro in 

Mitake for some bouldering before a chance to explore Tokyo some more an pick up some gifts. 
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Mitake Bouldering 28th  

 

At A Glance:  

Style of Climbing Bouldering 

Number of routes Approx 100?  

Grade Range V4 upwards 

Rock Type Granite? Very water worn 

Accomodation type Camping 

Shower facilities None? 

 

We spent the night sleeping in the car, and woke feeling quite stiff and certainly wishing we could 

have spent another night at K’s House. A cool sea breeze and some fantastic views from the coastal 

road quickly woke us up and got us feeling psyched to climb some hard boulders.  We met Hiro at 

Mitake train station, somehow managed to fit him into the car  along with all our gear and his 

bouldering Mats and headed to the nearest parking located behind a pizza restaurant. The parking is 

700 Yen for the day and there are toilet facilities there.  Mitake also has a small climbing shop selling 

guidebooks, clothing and bouldering mats, although as usual the price is much higher than 

Europeans will be used to. From the parking it is about 10 minutes walk back along the road to reach 

the path down to the river where the boulders can be found. You must walk back up and through 

two tunnels before taking the path on the left immediately after the second tunnel as shown on the 

map below.  

Following these instructions will take you to the left 

of the Ninja Gaeshi (AKA the ninja rejector) area, the 

most popular area at Mitake.  Facing the river there 

are a few boulders to your left which we warmed up 

on first.  These boulders were a good introduction to 

the climbing style and relatively easy. The rock 

looked incredibly glassy and water warn but we 

found that the friction wasn’t too bad. We then 

moved to the right to the Ninja Gaeshi boulder. This 

huge boulder sits right by the riverside and contains 

a high concentration of great quality problems, 

although none of them are easy.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 32 The river running through Mitake 
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Figure 33 Map showing Mitake parking area and location of path leading to river. Map and Images copyright 

of Google. 

We set about attempting “Ninja Ganeshi” Graded Shodan or approximately V7, probably the most 

famous boulder problem in Japan.  The Japanese use an unconventional grading system for their 

bouldering, based on martial arts grades. Apparently this started as a joke with the climbers in 

Ogawayama, but gained some popularity and has stuck. The grades go from Yonkyuu to Ikkyuu 

before reaching 1st Dan, where your training really begins. Unfortunately having only 9 possible 

grades has meant that each Japanese grade can cover quite a few “V grades” or “font grades”, the 

more commonly used American and French systems respectively. As a foreigner, or even the 

Japanese, this means it can be quite hard to gauge exactly how hard something is until you try it; 

although some would say this is a good thing. This was the first V7 Ben had attempted and made 

surprisingly good progress, struggling with a move half-way that required good accuracy and relied 

on friction, which came in increasingly shorter supply as the sun moved on to the boulder. Jack 

manged the problem and moved onto a harder variation also graded Shodan or around V7/8. 

However after a while this became almost impossible as the sun came round and all friction 

disappeared.  

We decided to move to a new shadier area and return later in the cool to try again. We crossed the 

bridge to the other side of the river and found a group of climbers attempting a problem on a 

boulder almost in the water. We suspect that the boulder is submerged by the river during the 

winter months and this gives it an incredibly smooth texture requiring a lot of technique and faith in 

your shoes to climb.  We spent some time climbing here and talking to the other climbers there, 
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enjoying the relaxed atmosphere and the social side of climbing that bouldering offers. Jack made 

short work of the problem Sankyuu or V4, and after some beta and a few tries so did Ben. By this 

time the sun had started to set and Ninja Gaeshi was back in the shade. Unfortunately  the rock was 

still warm from being baked by the sun and if anything the friction was worse. Despite this we had 

an excellent time relaxing and enjoying the company of the other climbers, trading beta and talking 

about climbing in both Japan and the UK.  As the sun set we went with Hiro to a local restaurant 

hidden away in Mitake, up a road on the left, about 5 minutes walk from the climbing shop.  Here we 

ate some traditional chicken and miso soba noodles in a fantastic original building that must have 

been over 100 years old.  

Finally we arranged to meet with Hiro again before leaving Tokyo and dropped him back at the train 

station. We decided to make a start on our journey to Tokyo that night, aiming to find somewhere to 

sleep in the car along the way, either in an overnight space at a convenience store or other parking 

space. However we quickly realised we had misjudged exactly how big Tokyo is, within 30 minutes 

driving it was obvious that we where in the suburbs and things would only get more built up and 

hence harder to find a place to sleep. We therefore stopped at the first K-mart we found and settled 

in for one of our last nights in the car.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 Jack climbing on the Ninja Ganeshi boulder 
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Exploring Tokyo 29th – 30th 

 

As the trip drew to a close we definitely felt sad to be leaving, but also looking forward to returning 

home to our friends and family, as well as creature comforts like a real bed! First however we really 

wanted to try and experience as much of Tokyo as possible, as while our primary aim had been to 

explore the climbing in Japan we did not want to miss out on exploring Japanese culture. As such we 

aimed to visit as many places as possible in our time here, and spent a great two days visiting as 

many locations as possible. We visited the tranquility and history of the  Imperial palace, the hectic 

Sensō-ji market for gift shopping, the  bewildering “electric city” of Akiharabara. In the evening of 

the 29th we had Japanese pancakes or “Okonomiyaki”; extremely tasty pancakes with a selection of 

fillings, mixed with cabbage. Not only tasty you also cook them yourself on a hotplate burner set in 

your table and are topped with plum sauce, seaweed and something similar to mayonnaise; great 

fun. We then manged to meet Hiro one last time, visiting a popular student bar. We could quickly 

see why; you take a booth and order from various beers, spirits and yakitori skewers, a delicious 

combination and only 280 yen per item (about £1.80).  Hiro ordered us some Japanese tequila to try, 

which turned out to be surprisingly sweet and very drinkable!  

The following day we met with Chi Chan and Mao for a sushi dinner and were surprised to see Taki 

also greeting us! He had driven to Tokyo for the day to surprise us and say goodbye properly. We 

where taken to a “go Sushi” restaurant where the plates of food arrived on a conveyor belt and each 

plate cost a mere 100 yen (less than £1). We had a fantastic evening with our new friends, who 

delighted in feeding us Japanese delicacies: Natto, or fermented soy bean, was similar to cream 

cheese and very smelly, but not unpleasant to eat.  Next up where “skeleton fish”, a pile of tiny 

translucent fish, each only a few millimeters in diameter. They where incredibly bitter and much to 

Chi-Chans delight neither of us could finish the plate!  

It was with great sadness that we said goodbye to our friends that evening before heading to catch 

our early flight the next day. However it was a brilliant end to a fantastic trip and we felt very 

privileged for the opportunity to have had such a great adventure. 
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Analysis 

 

Making International Connections 
One of the best aspects of this trip was meeting so many Japanese people, climbers and non-

climbers, sharing stories and information. We hope that we inspired some Japanese climbers to visit 

the UK in the future, or perhaps to have their own adventure to a less well known destination 

around the world. It certainly was great to see and climb with Hiro again. Importantly we also 

benefited from being introduced to a different culture and the ideas that come with that. It is not an 

exaggeration or stereotype to say that the Japanese are highly dedicated people in all aspects of 

their lives. From driving 12 hour round trips for a single says climbing to always trying there absolute 

hardest on any route and a willingness to try routes that western climbers would assume “beyond 

them” it was incredibly inspiring and we hope to apply that to our lives in the UK.  Perhaps most 

importantly, as Taki said to us before we left:  

“I have really enjoyed showing you Japan and helping you; I hope that in the future you will repay the 

favour to someone who visits your country”  

Giving back to the community 
Ben and Jack have arranged to give a talk to Warwick climbing club and other members of the public 

about the trip. We hope that this will inspire some more Lord Rootes applications as well as 

ambitious projects in general. We are in the process of finalising our guidebook to Japan, which will 

be made available online for free, and we hope will provide the logistical information to make a trip 

to Japan require minimal Internet trawling and liberal use of google translate.  We hope that we 

have inspired others to see how easy it is to travel to Japan, and that word of the quality of Japanese 

climbing will speak for itself. While Japan is certainly a well developed country, many of the climbing 

destinations, particularly Horai are extremely rural in nature, often not even visited by other 

Japanese unless for climbing.  We hope that increased popularity of these destinations 

internationally will boost the local economies here. We also managed to keep semi-regular blog 

posts while we where away, which we hope was of interest and inspiration to others around the 

world reading it. Finally Ben gave a talk to his work colleges, hoping to give wider attention to the 

Lord Rootes fund and what is possible if you make the effort. He may have inspired a few more Lord 

Rootes applications this year. We also plan to submit a “destination article” to UKclimbing.com, the 

UK’s biggest climbing news site, subject to their editorial process. 
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Personal reflections on the trip 
Ben 

For me this trip was as much about engaging with Japanese culture and people as it was about 

climbing my hardest or producing the guidebook. I delighted that I feel the trip went beyond my 

wildest expectations in every sense. We met so many fantastic and generous people, I pushed 

myself the hardest I ever have to climb “Ryunen”, and in the process we managed to collect enough 

information to provide a logistical guide to climbing here. I feel that I have finished this trip a more 

rounded climber, due to the different rock types and styles that I had to learn to climb over the 

course of the month, as well as becoming more confident in my approach to climbing outdoors. I 

have never has such a dramatic improvement in my technical abilities in such a short space of time. I 

also feel a more rounded person having been introduced to different perspectives and ideas. 

Watching super dedicated Japanese climbers has changed my opinion of what “trying hard” really 

means. I feel incredibly inspired to visit more of the world and am already planning new trips away.   

Jack 

One of the most interesting points about this trip was  the chance to integrate with a different 

climbing culture. Most climbing destinations around the world will have a substantial number of 

English and American climbers there; this wasn’t the case in Japan, we were the only non-Japanese 

climbers at every single crag. It was amazing to experience how different attitudes towards climbing 

can be, and at the same time how similar - I was asked a number of times about a climbing DVD 

“Hard Grit” set in the Peak District, which everyone around the world seems to have seen. I always 

enjoy a chance to test my climbing ability, and a month on several new rock-types, each with their 

own distinctive style of climbing  was the perfect opportunity to not only do that, but see some real 

improvement too. Being able to do all this while contributing to the climbing community and 

producing some work of value really topped it all off! 

Conclusion 

 
In terms of our trip objectives the trip has been extremely successful. We had achieved more than 

we ever expected to in terms of both pushing our own personal climbing bests, engaging with 

Japanese culture and people, making new friends and recording enough information to be able to 

provide a guide to others considering Japan as a climbing destination.  

 

We hope that some of our Japanese friends will make the trip to the UK soon, and that others will be 

inspired to consider Japan as a viable climbing destination.  
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Appendix 

Climbing grade table 
The most commonly used climbing grade conversion table is produced by Rockfax and can be found 

here: 

http://www.rockfax.com/publications/grades/ 

Website 
www.tokyoclimbingguide.com 

List of Routes Referenced 
 

Route Name Location Comments Grade 

    

Yellow Crash Ogawayama very technical on 
steep ground.  
A little slippy at the 
time which made it 
hard.  

5.12a 

    

Satsugyo Horai A fingery start gives 
good sustained 
climbing to a poor 
rest. crux moves on 
crimps follow to a final 
slap to the top. 

5.12b 

Ryunen Horai Steep technical 
climbing on positive 
holds, but only if you 
pull in the right 
direction! Crux will be 
a lot harder if you miss 
the best holds. 

5.11d 

ALLER Horai Great power 
endurance route, hard 
climbing between 3 
kneebar rests.  

5.12c 

Kinseppu Horai Sustained climbing up 
to an increasingly 

5.12c 
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difficult finish, with 
the hardest move at 
the top. 

Kareki  Horai an impressive line 
diagonally up the 
middle of the crag. 
start as Kinseppu and 
trend off right to 
harder climbing. 

5.12d 

    

    

Workaholic Futago 3 old bolts in the easy 
lower section. after a 
hard move the wall 
steepens up, but the 
holds improve. 

5.10b 

North Mountain Futago Awesome moves. 
Powerful climbing 
between 3 good 
kneebar rests. lower 
section quite wet on 
the day.  

5.12a 

    

    

Ninja Gaeshi Mitake The classic Japanese 
boulder problem. 
Powerful moves up 
the natural line on the 
most impressive 
boulder of the crag. 

V7 
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Financial report 
Original projected budget:  

  Cost for 2 

People 

Total Trip 

Flights   £1,300.00   

      £1,300.00 

Car Hire   £1,173.00   

Petrol Costs 655miles £131.00   

      £1,304.00 

Accommodation       

  Ogawayama £8.00   

  10 Days £80.00   

  Kyoto Area     

  7 days £80.00   

  Izu Area     

  7 Days £80.00   

      £240.00 

Insurance       

BMC   £212.26   

      £212.26 

 Food, Tolls and 

Misc 

     £1000 

    TOTAL 4056.26 
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Actual Costs:  

  Cos for 2 

People 

Total Trip 

Flights   £1,010.00   

      £1,010.00 

Car Hire   £1,115.05   

Petrol Costs   £106.00   

      £1,221.05 

Accommodation       

  Ogawayama £8.00   

  10 Days   £80.00 

  Horai £3.20   

  9 days   £28.80 

  Aka Tombo £36.00   

  2 Days   £72.00 

  Futago £12.00   

  2 days   £24.00 

  K's House £36.00   

      £72.00 

  Toyko £52.00   

  2 nights   £104.00 

      £380.80 

Insurance       

BMC   £212.26   

      £212.26 

 Food Tolls and Misc     £1100  

    TOTAL £3,924.11 

 


